The minimum-cost flow problem is the following: given a network with n vertices and m edges, find a maximum flow of minimum cost. O(m log n) steps, but we can still show that the total number of steps is bounded by O(n 2 log n).
Introduction
We reformulate the problem, stating it in terms of circulations instead of in terms of flow.
Let R be the set of real numbers. We are given a directed graph G = (V, E) A circulation x is feasible if it satisfies the 21EI inequalities f~x~g. We call an inequality with finite f(e) or g(e) a constraint. IT a constraint is satisfied as an equality, we say that it is tight at x. The cost of a circulation x is dx = L(d(e) x(e) : e E E).
The minimum-cost circulation problem is to find a feasible circulation with minimum cost.
We denote an instance of the problem by P (f,g,d) . We say that P (f,g,d) is feasible if there is a feasible circulation x. We call a feasible circulation optimal if it has a minimum cost.
Many network optimization problems are special cases of our problem or can be easily reduced to it (see [L) ): (1) The min cost flow problem (essentially equivalent to our problem); (2) the maxflow problem; (3) the shortest path problem; (4) the max (weighted or cardinality) matching in bipartite graphs; and {5) the transportation problem.
An algorithm that solves a problem whose input consists of n real numbers is stronglll polllnomial if (a) it performs only elementary arithmetic operations (additions, subtractions, comparisons, multiplications and divisions); (b) the number of steps is polynomially bounded in n; and (c) when applied to rational data, the size of the numbers (= the number of bits in their representation) that the algorithm generates is polynomially bounded in n and the size of the input numbers. There are several known strongly polynomial algorithms for problems (2), (3) and (4) above. In comparison, an algorithm that solves a problem whose input is a binary string of length L is polynomial (in the usual sense) if its time is bounded by a polynomial in L. The strongly polynomial algorithms mentioned in this paper do not perform multiplications or divisions and consequently they satisfy (c) automatically.
There are polynomial algorithms for the general LP (linear programming) problem ( [Kh] , [Ka] ). Neither algorithm is strongly polynomial. A fundamental open problem is whether the general LP problem can be solved by a strongly polynomial algorithm.
We assume that G has n vertices and m edges.
We denote S(m, n), the time needed to solve a single source shortest path problem on G with nonnegative edge lengths. The best algorithm known yields S(m, n) = O(m + n log n) [FT] .
2.
A polynomial-time algorithm for our problem has been known for some time [EK] . One way of improving the time bound of an algorithm is to prove that it makes more progress in every iteration. Sometimes one needs to modify the algorithm before such a proof is possible. Dinic's network flow algotithm reduced the number of iterations from m to n by finding many augmenting paths simultaneously [D] . Hopcroft and Karp's bipartite matching algorithm improved the number of iterations from n to O(0i) in a similar way [HK] . Karmarkar's algorithm for LP [Ka] seems to perform in practice many fewer iterations than can be proved. It is a challenge to prove a better bound, possibly by modifying the algorithm.
In our case, we could not prove that the algorithm.
performs fewer iterations, because we are not able 3 to guarantee that more than one constraint will be deleted per iteration. Instead, we modified the algorithm in several places so that we could prove that the total cost of all the iterations is decreased, by relating the progress achieved to the time spent.
The EK-algorithm consists of steps. Each step solves a single source shortest path problem with nonnegative edge lengths. The number of steps in the
in our case). Thus, the number of steps in Fujishige's algorithm is O(m 2 10g n). We define a function F (/,g,d) with values bounded by O(n 2 ). We redesign the algorithm in such a way that if an iteration performs N log n steps, then the value of F decreases by N. Consequently, the total number of steps is at most O(n 2 10g n).
In Section 2 we sketch some facts needed later, in
Section 3 we present the algorithm, in Section 4 we prove its validity, and in Section 5 we prove its run time.
Preliminaries
In this section we consider P (/, g, d) . For a positive integer k let E1c(/,g) be the set of edges e such that at least one of its capacities is finite and its absolute value is at least M / k, where M is as defined above.
We define Eoo(/, g) = {e E E with gee) = -/(e) = oo}.
For a function h let E(h) = {e E E with finite heel}. We call any function p : V -+ R a potential and denote by dp :
The following lemma states the complementary slackness principle of LP for our problem [FF] . (*) dp(e) > 0 => z(e) = I(e) and dp(e) < 0 => z(e) = g(e).
Proof: Let p be a potential and z' be a feasible circulation for P (f,g,d) . If p and z' satisfy condition (*) of Lemma 2.1 then, by complementary slackness,
x' is a minimum-cost circulation and p is an optimal
We call a potential p satisfying (*) optimal.
Lemma 2.4 Let z be a minimum-cost circulation in
Relaxing constraints that are not tight does not change the set of optimal potentials:
P (f,g,d) . Let E 1 and E 2 be subsets of E such that z(e) > fee) for e E E 1 and z(e) < gee) for e E E 2 • Our algorithm will round to integers differently effectively infinite costs.
potential.
Now let p be an optimal potential for P (f,g,d) .
By definition p and the minimum-cost circulation z satisfy (*). Furthermore, by the conditions of the lemma, p and z also satisfy (*) with I replaced by I· and 9 replaced by g.. Thus z is a minimum-cost circulation and p an optimal potential for P(/·, g., d).
To see the reverse inclusion let p be an optimal po-
). By the above, x is a minimumcost circulation, and so p and z have to satisfy (*)
with I· and g.. Then p and x satisfy (*) also with I and 9 , and so p is an optimal potential for P (/,g,d) .
• than was done in previous algorithms:. positive numbers will be rounded down and negative numbers will be rounded up. Such a rounding guarantees that capacities with small absolute values will be rounded to zero and not to 1 or -1, which will have an important effect on the time analysis. To maintain feasibility, we solve the new problem on a new graph, G' = (V',E') that is an extension of G : 
(e).
Proof: The lemma is a special case of Theorem 5 in [CGST) . -Extend f and g to G' by l(sv) = l(vs) = 0 and g(sv) = g(vs) = +00. Further, put dee) = dp(e) for e E E and dee) = E(ldp(e)1 : e E E) for e in E'\E.
Step 3 (solving the rounded problem and relaxing constraints):
-Using the EK-algorithm, find a minimum-cost circulation~and an optimal potential p for pel, 9, d).
-For all e E E if D(e) -~(e)~m + 2n put g'(e) = +00, and if~(e) -lee)~m + 2n put I'(e) = -00.
-Put p = p and go to Step 1.
Step 4 (finding the optimal circulation, the potential p is optimal already):
-Set dp(e)~0 for e E E with I'(e) = -00 and dp(e)~0 for e E E with g'(e) = +00.
(This is a feasible dual solution which can be found by a shortest path algorithm. H a negative cycle is found, then there is no such p.) IT there is no such p, STOP. (The minimum cost is -00.)
Step 1 
"(e) = I'(e) -x'(e) and g"(e) = g'(e) -x'(e)
for all e E E.
-Put M= max ( maxIg" (e) I for e E E(g"», max
(1!"(e)1 for e E E(/"»).
_. IT M = 0 go to Step 4, otherwise proceed to Step 2.
and

I'(e) = { I(e) gee)
g'(e) = {i~~i f dp(e)~0; and otherwise if dp(e) S 0; and • tion on the number of iterations.
As a corollary of the above lemma we get
• Lemma 4.2. The circulation x' specified in Step 1 of the algorithm can be found in O{m) time.
Proof: Set x' to be equal to the. specified value on the edges outside the chosen tree T. We can extend
x' to the edges of the tree by iteratively balancing the flow at a leaf of the tree and deleting that node from the tree.
• Step 4, the potential p is optimal, and so the circulation z is a minimum-cost solution to P (/,g, d) .
Proof: By Lemma 4.3 the set of optimal potentials is the same throughout the algorithm. It remains to prove that when the algorithm performs
Step 4, the current potential p is optimal for the current P (/',g',d ) that is, dp(e)~0 for all edges e with g'(e) = +00 and dp(e)~0 for all edges e with I'(e) = -00.
Let us prove the latter statement by induction on the number of iterations performed. Initialization insures that the statement is true at the beginning of the first iteration~If I'(e) = -00 after any iteration, then in this iteration x(e) > fee), and so, by complementary slackness (condition (*) of Lemma 2.1), dp(e)~o. Similarly if g'(e) = +00 after an iteration then dp(e)~0 in the previous execution of Step 3.
• 5. Running time
where comp(EI), for a subset of edges EI' is the number of connected components in the underlying undirected graph (V, E I ). The following lemma helps relating the time spent on an iteration to the progress achieved.
Lemma 5.1 The value of F(/',g', d ) is decreased by at least IE~(I", g") Iat each execution of Step 3, where k is the value chosen in Step 2.
Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that E(g')~E(/'), z'(e) = I'(e) for e e E(g')\T, and Ig'(e) -z'(e)1~1/'(e) -z'(e)1 for e e E(g') n T.
(We can reverse all edges not satisfying the above assumptions.) The following properties, that are easy consequences of the choice of T and the above assumptions, are repeatedly used below.
-H an edge e is in T\Eoo(/',g') then all other edges in the cut defined by T and e also have at least one finite capacity.
-He e Tn E,(/",g") then 1/"(e)I~Mi'.
-If an edge e is neither in T nor in E oo (/',g') then
I"(e) = fee) = o.
Consider an edge eo in E~(/",g").
We would like to conclude that at least one of I' (eo) and g' (eo) will be replaced by infinity. Case 2b: el :f: eo and el E E(g').
Let us estimate w(eo). First, because of the choice of the tree w(eo)~w(el).
Thus we have
Both g(eo) -z(eo) and z(eo) -!(eo) are integers, so at least one of I'(eo) and g'(eo) will be replaced by infinity.
Case 2c: el -:F eo and g'(el) = 00.
By the observations above, el connects two distinct connected components of E oo (I',g') . In this iteration we set I'(el) to -00 and so el is added to Eoo(/',g').
As a result comp(Eoo(/', g'» will decrease by at least one.
Now we are ready to prove the lemma. H Case 2c does not occur during an iteration,
clearly decreases by at least IE"(f", gil) I. Suppose Case 2c does occur. Let c= comp(Eoo(f',g'». Now F(f', g', d ) decreases by at least
be estimated as logr"
The following corollary will be useful in bounding the number of arithmetic operations performed in Steps 1 and 2. 
